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Everything you need to know about the awesome and adorable rescue pups of Nickelodeonâ€™s

PAW Patrol is featured in this hardcover Big Golden Book thatâ€™s sure to thrill boys and girls ages

3 to 7. Kids will love learning all about Chase, Rocky, Marshall, Skye, Zuma, Rubble, and their

tech-savvy leaderâ€”a 10-year-old boy named Ryder.
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There is NO story, only a description of each pup, Ryder & the lookout. I wish we could have seen

the book before buying it. My 2 yr old Paw Patrol obsessed son is so disappointed. We bought the

Pups to the Rescue book and the words are the same as this book but at least that book has

stickers included... and it was half the price of this one! Don't buy this book, buy the other one with

stickers or The Itty-Bitty Kitty Rescue book (my son LOVES it and we are getting ready to read it

now)!!!

If you own the book "Pups to the Rescue" do not buy this book. My 3 year old son was so

disappointed when we found out this is almost the exact same story with just a few words changed

here and there. I'm going to return this book if I can.



This book is oversized which I like. It's a better fit for 3 year old hands. The story is ridiculously

simple, and just a basic introduction to the Paw Patrol team. My son loves the show, and I try to

encourage more reading than TV time. I thought the book would be interesting to him, but not so

much. Read it on Christmas Day, and haven't picked it up since.

The big book of Paw Patrol is a 12 page e-book for kids all about the show PAW Patrol. It starts out

giving you a brief description on what the PAW Patrol are and how Ryder calls the pups to the

lookout tower. It also explains the kids what Adventure Bay is and that there are six pops with

special jobs and talents that all have super cool vehicles in tools. Next the book covers each one of

the six original Paw Patrol pups and what they do. It describes why each Paw Patrol Pup is special

and what their important tasks are and tells you what their vehicles are and what their special pup

packs contain. The first pop it covers is Chase and tells you his favorite phrase is Chase on the

case and then explains he's a German shepherd and what he does as the PAW Patrol's police

pup.Next pup is Marshall the fire dog dalmatian and his favorite phrase I'm all fired up.Next it covers

Rebel the construction pup bulldog, whose favorite phrase is "let's dig it."Skye is the next first

original girl pup and her favorite phrase is" this pup's gotta to fly."Then "Rocky"to the rescue is the

recycling pup.The last puppet covers is Zuma which is the team's fun-loving Labrador water rescue

dog.Then it covers Ryder which is the 10-year old boy who runs Lookout power in trained each one

of the pumps himself.The next page is about the lookout tower followed by the PAW Patrol

badges.The only pup that's not in this book is Everest, she is the second girl pup that was added

during the second season, Apparently after this book was written.All in all my two-year-old and

four-year-old both love the show and love this book. I think it's well worth the money that I spent and

my four-year-old has read it over and over and learned everything he can learn about each pup.

Bogus content. Big Book of Paw Patrol doesn't make me think it is going to be just a 'meet the

characters' intro without a single adventure or story. If I saw this in the store, I'd have flipped

through and known better but it is misleading, the description online. Buy one of the other soft

covers on here or small golden books that have actual series episodes or stories. This is like zero

content and if your kids KNOW the characters they don't need it.

My son wanted this so I got it for him. HE loves it - but it is just basically a list of the characters and

what they do which I'm not impressed about. It's also not that big of a book being it's titled "The Big

book of paw patrol"



Bit dissapointing, i thought there would be a story or something interesting, but its just introduction

on everyone.i would have given 5stars

A great book, introduces all the dogs, Ryder & the lookout. No storyline it's just a introduction book.

My little one loves it though. His only complaint is there are no trucks or the hovercraft pictures in

it.The book is taller then the normal golden books. It's a typical hardcover book size. Perfect for him

to hold & flip through.
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